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,tlf)esuit Alumni to Meet 
In Anniversary Celebration 
Junior Prom Set 
At Lakewood Club 
Lakewood Country Club will be 
the site of this year's prom, 
according to the m a n a g e r s , 
Michael Kennedy and Chester 
Borelli. The dance, to be held on · 
Friday, April 25, will cost $2.75 
per couple including corsage. 
''Conversion of Ignatius" 
Begins Radio. Play Series 
Communion Breakfast Will Commemorate 
400th Year of Society of Jesus 
Vivid History of Society of Jesus 
Presented in Anniversary Program 
Jesuit school alumni of this region will participate in 
the nation-wide tribute to their former professors in celebra-
tion of the four-hundredth centenary of the Society of Jesus 
with a Communion-breakfast at Regis on Sunday, March 16. 
'l'he national observance of the jubilee will take place the 
following Sunday, March 23, with radio addresses on the 
Mutual network from 10:00 to ~~·--------------­
ll:OO A. M., MST., by four promi- be Pierre Crabites, special lec-
nent laymen, all graduates of turer of the Louisiana State Uni-
Jesuit schools. The speakers will versity law school; Dr. Attilio H. 
The orchestra has not been 
selected as yet but it was learned 
that Emmett Ryder, Poggie Stone, 
and Chuck Bennett are receiving 
"Soldiers and Saints", the series of eight dramas based 
on the heroic history of the Society of Jesus, got under way 
last Friday evening with the vivid presentation of the story 
of St. Ignatius' conversion from worldling conquistador and 
gallant to other-worldly man of God. Opening with the 
dramatic words "'SOLDIERS AND SAINTS'-the stirring 
drama of how soldiers became • 
consideration. saints and saints became soldiers took the part of the French com-
KWIRKS 
by 
KIRCH 
Giannini of Los Angeles, president 
of the Bank of America; Herbert 
R. O'Connor, governor of Mary-
land, and William F. O'Neil, presi-
dent of the General Tire and 
Rubber Company of Akron, 0. 
The managers stated that they for the greater glory of God," 
considered the Lakewood floor one 
of the finest in the vicinity, the program got under way at 
smooth, spacious and with excel- 9:15 P. M. and continued for fif-
lent acoustics. The Lakewood teen tense minutes. 
Club is located off West Colfax Presented under the professional 
just outside the city limits. direction of Jack Lewis, technical 
adviser of the Rocky Mountain 
Radio Council, the play was acted 
out for the most part by a cast 
mander. In the episodes of the 
next seven weeks ten other Regis 
men will play various roles. 
The dramas were composed and 
prepared for radio presentation oy 
Mr. Gregory C. Huger, S.J., of the 
Regis High faculty, in collabora-
tion with Mr. Martin Hasting, S.J., 
former Denverite and Regis alum-
nus, now in his studies at St. 
Louis University. The authors 
What ever happened to Chair-
man Dykstra's proposal to defer 
the drafting of college men until 
they have secured their degree? 
Perhaps, ilOW that the lend-lease 
bill is out of the way, Congress 
will attend to it. Certain it is 
that more important than foot-
soldiers in the prosecution of mod-
ern total war are the technical 
experts and efficient executives 
found among fully trained college 
men. In modern warfare victory 
goes not to the side with the most 
cannons but to the side with the 
best chemists and the most highly 
organized industrial system. 
The local outlets for this pro-
gram will be stations KFEL, Den-
ver, KFKA, Greeley, and KYAN, 
Cheyenne. This program may be 
broadcast later in the week by 
(Continued on Page 2) 
Gardenia corsages are being 
contemplated, they continued, but 
no definite decision has yet been 
made. Assurance was given that 
they will be the best procurable 
for the sum, however.' 
of experienced radio performe!'s. succeeded in incorporating into 
Frank Morriss, Regis freshman, the series a wealth of historical 
incident, human endeavor, and 
stirring emotion. Francis Xavier, 
(Continued on Page 8) 
CITIZEN CONNORS 
By Worse'n Welles (much worse) 
The ed. forbids, so shy is he, 
A Senior Sketch biography; 
So here in print for all to see ' 
Is1 Connors' life in poetry. 
FRANCIS MORRIS, playing the part of the victorious general of the French forces, against whom 
Ignatius was defending the town of Pamplona, is seen with other members of the radio cast which 
presented, under the direction of Jack Lewis, the first of the "Soldiers and Saints" series. The series 
is being sponsored by Regis College and presented through the facilities of the Rocky Mountain Radio 
Council. 
A nome-town boy-Pueblo's pride N L p d A bJ 
There's nothing in his life to hide; ew ounge ropose to ssem y 
No profs nor theses slow his pace 
While yet in June the Army waits. By Father joseph Pe Donnelly 
Chern Club Pledges 
Are Initiated 
Jim Farley's rival put Stein in On Monday night, March 10, the 
And now at leisure repents his Addressing the Assem.bly Wednesday, .B'ather Joseph Chemistry Club pledges were "en-
sin; Donnelly revealed the plans for the construction of a new 
says he: ''If I could start student lounge in the basement of Carroll Hall. Said Father 
anew Donnelly, "Regis needs a place in which college men may 
There's many things ;I'd never spend time between classes, hold meetings and entertain-
do." ments and obtain r·eereation.'' 
Stating that he contemplated r.l•~-------------­
Buddy, Mullin, writes pre- the use of the old dorm, which is would be moved to the place 
views at present being used by the 
And has been getting sad reviews 
"Ranger" Father Donnell~ en-From those bad boys who inti- I ' . 
mate visioned a lounge and recreation 
which was originally designed 
for it in the new lounge. Cook-
ing equipment, continued Father 
Donnelly, will make it possible to 
hold small dlnners in the lounge 
tertained" in initiation proceed-
ings. The joke was on them, how-
ever, as the nature of the recep-
tion was not enjoyment for all. 
It was found that ireshmen are 
not well adapted to "red hot iron" 
treatment, and indiscriminate ap-
plication of caustic chemical com-
pounds. 
When the crude parts of the 
program had been precipitated and 
filtered off, the initiates were told That Mullin is not literate." room of advanced design. The 
floor would be of tile or other 
"When June rolls 'round, remem-
ber me 
durable material, with the seal of 
the college outlined in the center. 
The ceiling would be of composi-
tion board, supported by oaken 
beams. An artificial fireplace and 
modernistic furniture would com-
plete the room. 
and to provide day students with the purposes of the organization. 
hot lunches. In the rear of the President Costello said that the 
As one who knew the great Mc-
Gee; 
Be kind to him and feed him well 
Lest he get mad and give you 
(censored at the point of 
origin)." 
(Continued on Page 2) 
The Campus shop, now occu-
pying rather cramped quarters, 
room, next to the proposed site 
of the Campus shop, a ping-pong 
room will be installed. 
Regis at present is in dire need 
of a place in which inter-collegi-
ate as well as Regis organizations 
may meet. In this ·respect Regis 
(Continued on Page 2) 
club motives were intended to en-
gender a vital interest in chemical 
knowledge and pursuit of it. 
To fill out the interesting pro-
gram, a film entitled "Velocity of 
Reactions" was shown with com-
ments b:y: Mr. Jacobson of the 
National Booking Company. 
Regis High Reds 
Win State Meet 
A group of Regis High basket-
eers who wouldn't say "die" cap-
tured the third annual Colorado 
Catholic Cage crown the past 
week-end as they tripped the Ab-
bey Bears 35-24 in the final and 
deciding game of the tournament. 
Led by three all state men, 
Wade, Davis, and Quinn, the Reds 
flashed an attack that swept aside 
all opposition in the two day meet. 
Opening their quest for the title, 
the Regis cagers met the power-
ful Sterling quintet, and came out 
victorious 26-22. In the second 
game, the Reds met the St. Fran-
cis basketeers who had defeated 
them only a week earlier to pre-
vent their sharing the Parochial 
League pennant. Coach Kellogg's 
men got sweet revenge this time 
however, as they ran roughshod 
over the Fransalians, 43-20. 
Cathedral Bluejays were the 
Regis opponents who were sent to 
The congratulations of the 
entire student body of Regis 
College go to the members of 
the Regis High basketball team 
for their brilliant play in the 
State Catholic IDgh School 
tournament. Their's was a tri-
umph richly deserved, and a 
fitting tribute to the expert 
coaching of Lou Kellogg. 
the sidelines in the quarter-finals, 
as 'the Cathedralites bowed out, 
36-26. 
The highly touted and previous-
ly unbeaten Abbey Bears met the 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Page Two 
Regis Alumnus Named 
Defense Industry Investigator 
Trust-busting Andy Hauk was Prominent 
As Orator and Speaker while at Regis 
~~------------------------
A graduate of Regis College, 
sports: Skiing, basketball and 
Andrew A. Hauk, was recently softball. He is reported to be 
appointed to fill a position in the very proficient in all three. 
Department of Justice, Division 
of Anti-Trust Laws. Mr. Hauk 
received his bachelor's degree in 
history and education from Regis 
in 1935. He was active in speech 
activities at Regis, and won the 
elocution contest in his freshman 
year, and the oratorical contest 
Mr. Hauk is engaged to marry 
a Catholic graduate of Minnesota 
University. He is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. AI Hauk, of Denver, and 
has a brother, Paul, living in Oak-
land. Paul is a graduate of Colo-
rado Aggies. 
in his sophomore year. AJ • c 1 b • Subsequent to his graduation umnJ e e ration-
from Regis, Mr. Hauk attended 
Catholic University for three (Continued from Page 1) 
years on a scholarship. While transcription in order that the 
studying there, he worked at the men who will 'be present at the 
Library of Congress. In connec- K. of C.-Catholic Men's Com-
tion with his work at the library, 
munion Mass and breakfast will he wrote a dissertation on a par-
ticular phase of law which won have the opportunity of hearing 
him a prize of five hundred dol- these speakers. 
Graduates of numerous Jesuit' 
colleges and universities// will 
gather in the studentp' · chapel 
Sunday morning, March 16. The 
program, which will i~clude Mass, 
Communion and a breakfast in 
the students' dining hall, has been 
advanced to this Sunday to avoid 
a conflict with the K. of C.-Catho-
lic Men's affair planned for March 
23. 
The Very Rev. Robert M. Kelley, 
S.J., president of Regis, has been 
working with a committee, com-
posed of C. Paul Harington 
(Creighton U.), Thomas B. O'Con-
nell (Fordham U.), and Peter J. 
Little (Georgetown U.), for the 
past several weeks issuing invita-
tions to all the graduates of the 
1 31 Jesuit schools of higher learn-
ing that are represented in the 
Denver area. 
G-Man Hauk 
lars. His work at the library at-
tracted the attention of govern-
ment officials, eventually result-
ing in his securing the Depart-
ment of Justice appointment. 
He was president of his senior 
class at Catholic U., and earned 
his Ph. D. degree at Yale, which 
granted him a fellowship. He has 
passed the bar examinations both 
of Washington, D. C., and the 
State of Colorado. 
Mass and Communion Planned 
The Mass in the Regis chap.el 
will begin at 8:30. The Very Rev. 
Dr. William M. Higgins, pastor of 
St. Philomena's church, Will de-
liver the sermon. The breakfast 
will follow immediately after the 
Mass, approximately at 9:30. A 
short program is being planned, 
and the speaker at the breakfast 
will be Paul Horan. 
The committee in charge of the 
Denver celebration is anxious that 
all graduates of Jesuit colleges 
who reside in this area attend 
the gathering at Regis. They 
know that many of the men have 
not received a formal invitation 
Mr. Hauk's academic accom- to the affair because no list of all 
plishments have not prevented Jesuit alumni in this district is 
him from enjoying his c,hosen available. Non-Catholic graduates 
axe especially welcome to attend 
the celebration: 
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REGIS DEBATERS VIE WITH GREELEY 
Meeting the Greeley Forensic Squad in Debate, Jim Barris and Francis Morris upheld the affirmative 
of the question, "Resolved, the Nations of the Western Hemisphere Should Form a Permanent Union." 
Phil Mullin acted as chairman of the debate. Greeley was represented by Messrs. Wm. Loss and Wm. 
Pearson. The debate was held before a meeting of Regis Parents Association held Monday, March S, 
in the library. 
Morriss Cops Elocution Award 
With Selection "Nine Men" 
Dashing back to the College~ audience in the aisles; Joseph 
from a final practice session of Stein, who gave "The Good 
the first of the "Soldiers and Bishop" from Les Miserables; 
Saints" radio play series, Francis Frank Williams with his parody 
Morriss, talented freshman speak- "A Modern Sermon;" James Hoare 
er, took his turn in the elocution with "The Miser," and Arthur 
finals program to win first place ·Zarlengo with "The Button." 
and the Knights of Columbus Judges of the contest were Miss 
plaque. His rendition of the dra- Jewel McGovern, director of 
matic piece "Nine Men," consid- Speech activities at St. Mary's 
ered a very difficult piece for the Academy; Frank La Tourette, 
variety of interpretation it de- President of the Catholic Drama 
mands, held the interest of an Guild of Denver and member of 
audience of more than 200 to the 
last minute of a long program. 
An additional triumph for Mor-
riss lay in the circumstance that 
in this contest he was awarded 
the decision over Joseph Gonzales, 
freshman speech star and grad-
uate of Regis High, who had re-
peatedly been ranked above him 
in the diocesan speech meets of 
preceding years. Gonzales gave 
"The Burgomaster." 
Brittan Gets Second Place Award 
Second place was voted to Jack 
Brittan for his handling of a dif-
ficult e x p e r i m e n t a 1 piece of 
humorous declamation en t i t 1 e d 
"Sham." The other finalists were 
Thomas Garry, whose rendition of 
"Gertrude the Governess" had the 
KWIRKS-
(continued from Page 1) 
"My whole life's work, the B & G 
Will be still worse, if that can be; 
And all the gals for Wllom I go 
Will leave me for another Joe." 
"Farewell, my friends, to whom I 
owe, 
In your blind optimism, dough; 
When last I leave these ivied 
walls 
the staff of the Denver Register, 
and Alan Lutz, member of the 
guild and prominent Catholic 
actor. 
E. V. Libonati, director of 
music, conducted the orchestra in 
a number of new selections during 
the intermissions. 
Classrooms Receive 
Coat of Plaster 
Due to the generosity of Mrs. L. 
J. Cook, the previously unfinished 
classrooms in Carroll Hall are 
being plastered. The corridor lead-
ing to the new chemistry lab will 
also be plastered, and the lecture 
room will •be finished with Celo-
tex. 
It was Mrs. Cook who also 
made possible the remodeling of 
the three reception rooms in the 
Administration ·Building. 
Two Inches-Four Mlles 
Conferences to Be Given 
Underclassmen on Majors 
As an aid to the freshmen and 
sophomore students here at Regis, 
who have not as yet determined 
the field in which they are going 
to major, conferences and talks 
by various experts in their respec-
tive fields will be conducted be-
ginning on Wednesday the twenty-
sixth of March. 
The purpose of these confer-
ences is to have qualified members 
of the faculty or expert guest 
speakers analyze the possibilities 
and advantages of different pur-
suits of study in order to better 
equip the Regis students to live 
a happy and prosperous life after 
they have left their alma mater. 
For those who 'believe that ac-
counting or economics is their 
field, Father Leo Brown, S.J. and 
Mr. Ray Young will discuss these 
two topics with the prospective 
students. Mr. Young is now a 
member of the accounting firm 
of Collins, Peabody and Young. 
Father Joseph Ryan, S.J., will be 
in charge of these conferences. 
On this date also will be held 
conferences in the mathematical 
and scientific field. Father F. J. 
Mahoney, S.J., assisted by Father 
E. ·J. Trame, S.J., and Mr. D. J. 
Pflaum, will be chairmen of this 
division. 
At a date yet to be determined, 
the Department of Language and 
Literature, and the Department of 
Philosophy, Religion, and Social 
Sciences will sponsor similar <;on-
ferences. 
Realistic Dream 
Student Lounge 
Pushed in Assembly I'm gone for good- the Army Donnelly stated, the burden should calls." be placed upon their shoulders. 
This is one case where two inches 
equals four miles. Ben Thorn, city 
hall park caretaker in New London, 
Wis., was given a new lawn mower 
two inches narrower than the old 
one. Where he used to walk 12 miles 
in cutting the ball park lawn, he fig. 
ures he now has to walk 16 to cut 
the same area. 
The dream of Mrs. Mary Johan-
ovic, Toledo, Ohio, that her son'1 
bed was on fire was so vivid that 
she awoke panic-stricken and 
rushed to the boy's room just in 
time to save him from flames that 
were enveloping the bed. He had 
fallen asleep while smoking a 
arette. 
(Continued from Page 1) 
has been badly outclassed iby other 
colleges, he stated. 
Father Donnelly emphasized 
that the lounge would be for the 
use of all the students and that 
no group need feel it would not 
be given an equal share in the 
use of the lounge. Financial plans, 
although only tentative, include a 
drive for subscriptions under the 
leadership of Don Christopher, 
Ted Fonk and John Connors. Since 
this project is of such eminent 
value to the students. Father 
Recreational facilities will be 
greatly increased by the addition 
of current magazines and game 
equipment of va rio u s kinds. 
Father Donnelly stated that with 
the additions of the lounge, Regis' 
recreational problems would to a 
great extent be solved. In addi-
tion, he emphasized that he had 
absolute faith in the good taste 
of the students and that there 
need be no fear that lounge equip-
ment would be treated in a way 
foreign to the demands of good 
breedin~. 
And now we leave this history 
And say no more of John McGee, 
Nor Scoop--the ed-his buddy, 
Phil, 
Nor even Stein and his council. 
First Tabloid in Ontario 
The Lindsay Post of Lindsay, 
Ont., has appeared in tabloid form, 
the first daily newspaper in Ontario 
to adopt this style, made familiar 
some years past, first by the Eng· 
lish Daily Mirror and Daily Sketch, 
and subsequently by some New 
York publications. 
Large Lump ........ $5.95 
Large Egg .......... $5.85 
Clean Nut ............ $5.00 
PROMPT DELIVE8Y 
COURTEOUS SERVICE 
Elk Coal Co. 
MA. 5885 
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Previews and Reviews 
By PHIL MULLIN 
TOWN-TALK-Some 3000 Den-
verites sat in reverent silence 
for a time, and then shook the 
house with boisterous applause as 
Alec Templeton, blind genius of 
the ivories, unfolded first the 
works of the masters, and then 
he unusual Templeton creations 
Vednesday, March 5, at the City 
, Auditorium. The first part of the 
Currently the movie tycoons are 
wooing you with every known sub-
tlety. They should. You have 
never been more important to 
them. Remember what has hap-
pened to the foreign market. 
Their job is to entertain you with 
what you like, and culture be 
hanged. 
program was devoted to the works Movie Fan's 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
Popularity of 
Modem Music 
Will Not Last 
By JIM HARRIS 
This column recently made a 
statement to the effect that only 
the worthwhile music will survi~e. 
Since that time several "conscien-
tious objectors" have pointed out 
that a majority of the people pre-
fer popular music; ergo, the best 
chance for survival and a place 
in the "Musicians' History of Mu-
Page Three 
Sapphira and the Slave Girl, by Willa Cather 
As reviewed by John Waters. 
As a writer whose place in American literature seems 
assured, Miss Cather obtains public attention whenever she 
publishes a new book. There is always hope that she will 
come through again with something big. But this she has 
not done in Sapphira and the Slave Girl. · 
Since Miss Cather always writes about the places she has 
been, it is only natural that she ,. 
of Lully, Bach, Mozart, Rachman- Preferences Outlined 
inoff, Prokofieff, Vaughan-Wil-
liams, and Debussy. Of these the 
Templeton readings of Bach, Rach-
maninoff, Prokofieff, and De-
bussy were outstanding. His dis-
tinct love for beauty of th€ .. 1e 
was evident throughout the pro-
gram. His interpretation of mel-
ody was incomparable. 
And here is a short 
what you like. 
view of sic" should be accorded to the 
music most in demand. 
writes in her latest book about 
her early childhood memories in 
Virginia. It is the old Willa 
Cather style in the same clear, 
seemingly effortless, unstilted 
prose for which she is noted, but 
there is lacking the intensity that 
has helped her work with the 
reading public. 
The conclusion of this new 
Cather novel is rather weak and 
unworthy of the author of "Death 
Comes· to the Archbishop" and 
"The Shadow on the Rock." In 
its portrayal of domestic relation-
ships and the attitude of the pre- · 
construction South toward the 
After intermission Alec gave to 
the audience the "informal" or 
the "lighter side" of music. He 
started things off with his own 
composition "Ghost Rhapsody" 
and Grieg's "In the groove." In 
response to the demand for en-
cores we heard "Capelli In the 
Old Coral" and then many of the 
famous Templeton Impressions and 
Improvisations. 0 u t s t and in g 
among the latter was his impres-
sion of how Walter Damrosch 
would explain "The Three Little 
Fishies" on the Music Apprecia-
tion Hour, and a "Night of Grand 
Opera." The aria used for the 
latter being "Jello un Jello", fic-
ticious of course. This gay eve-
ning was brought to a solemn 
closing by his own "Concert 
Waltz in D Flat", and a conclud-
ing impression, "The Redwoods of 
Bohemian Grove"-a most sub-
lime and beautiful selection. An-
other o u t s t a n d i n g program 
brought to Denver by Arthur 
Oberfelder-more congrats, Obie. 
You'll tolerate a continental 
background in your movies if Joel 
McCrea is exposing diplomatic 
dirty work, or Jeanette McDonald 
is enduring poverty with Nelson 
Eddy in a Viennese garret. But 
how you do groan when the cultur-
al travelog is flashed on the 
screen. In fact, your dismay is so 
audible that it nearly drowns out 
the crackling of the wrapper 
around the candy bar you bought 
in the theater lobby. (Don't tell 
me the industry isn't toadying to 
you.) 
Once you sat on your hands 
when Grace Moore sang "Un bel 
di," but you liked the rest of the 
show. Today, Deanna Durbin 
doesn't sing as many operatic 
arias in her pictures because you 
don't like to be highbrowed. And 
you know of Leopold Stokowskl 
only because he got together with 
Mickey Mouse in a thing called 
"Fantasia." 
You know who Banton, Orry-
Kelly, and Adrian are, but how 
ahout Lilly Dache? Or Hattie 
Carnegie? You like the metallic 
brilliance of the Tracy Lords be· 
cause, in spite of the silver spoons 
they turn out to be human and 
get their come-uppances like any 
of us. Yet you find the Ellie 
Maes of Primrose Hill a little too 
ordinary for your cosmopolitaiJ. 
minds. Learning how the other 
half lives isn't culture to your 
way of thinking. 
NEWS OF NOTE-RKO is still 
uncertain as to the disposal of 
"Citizen Kane" . . . . Hear tell 
that Orson is ·a little worried as 
all he has is tied up in it . . . . 
It wouldn't be a publicity gag? 
... We're hoping for Orson ... . Shakespeare Flopped On. Celluloid 
Previews' Plaque of the Month 
goes to Cockrill and Fitzgerald 
of the Denham for holding out 
for single features . . . Another 
to O'Dell of the Aladdin for 
ditto . . . . Incidentally his loge 
is the finest spot in De:r:tver from 
which to view the silver screen 
A tip of thanks to all the 
gang at Universal, RKO, and 
MGM for splendid cooperation; 
you can't beat them . . , . Show-
man of the Month: Mickey Gross 
of the Orpheum for service be-
yond compare-anywhere 
Our thanks to Mickey. 
(Note:-Tne main article of this 
issue has been especially written for 
the BROWN AND GOLD by a col-
league, John D. Ferguson, feature-
writer, and graduate student in journalism at the University of Ne-
braska. His paper is the DAILY 
NEBRASKAN.) 
Movie Madness 
By John D. Ferguson 
Almost to a man, you movie-
goers pay your forty-four cents to 
be entertained. The motion pic-
ture producers know that. Being 
in business for the money, they 
cater to your whims. Aristoph-
anes, Menander, and the other 
Greeks who thought the end of 
the drama was to educate the 
mind and refine the taste are 
probably kicking the sides out of 
their tombs at this new concep-
tion. But what of it? Every dog 
haS his day. 
And do you remember "Mid-
summer Night's Dream"? It was 
an artistic triumph-and a box-
office flop. In that production 
Reinhardt laid on culture with a 
trowel. But you stayed away so 
religiously that theater managers 
thought Roosevelt had got Con-
gress to delegate some more ·pow-
er. 
But as for culture-well, that, 
you feel, is too fine a thing to be 
selling at forty cents, plus tax. 
That's what you get at liter'ry 
teas, in school, or by listening to 
yo'fll" local symphony's efforts. At 
best, it is a thing that must be 
saved against the time when you'll 
have a metaphysical urge. And 
you'll be surprised how seldom 
you are goaded out of the realm 
of the biologic. 
But take heart; you aren't so 
bad. Besides, there are millions 
like you, people who ask the movie 
magnates to give them what they 
want. Right now the producers 
are tearing their hair, trying to 
figure out what you'll like six 
months from now. If they guess 
wrongly, they'll pull out the rest 
of it. Witness the anti-Nazi 
films wallowing in the doldrums. 
The up-swing in the toupee ·busi-
ness must be terrific. Unfortu-
nately, your cultural tendencies 
cannot ·be held accountable for 
the bald pates in Hollywood. 
The o b j e c t i o n seems well 
founded because the facts prove 
that the sheet music and record 
sales of popular numbers far ex-
ceed those of the classical or 
"long haired" variety. This can-
not be denied. As witness: Co-
lumbia Records recently conducted 
a crusade to interest the public 
in the world's great music. Re-
markable though it may seem the 
campaign nearly met advertising 
costs. 
What is the significance of this 
apparent superiority? It is gener-
ally agreed that quality rather 
than quantity determines the true 
value of a product, whether it is a 
work of art or a bottle of old 
Scotch. For example: little if 
any of the "hack" literature ever 
enjoys more than a momentary 
acceptance and then the discard. 
Music is the expression of a 
noble sentiment or idea. When 
music is cheapened, written to ful-
fill the requirements of dilettan-
teish enjoyment, its bid for per-
ma!lency is as fleeting as the oc-
asion of its composition. -
National Defense 
Meeting Attended by 
Father Flanagan 
Whatever Miss Cather writes 
though, has an appeal. Sapphir~ 
and the Slave Girl is a subtly 
done, if not completely satisfying, 
study of the period immediately 
preceeding the Civil War, and con-
cerns a domestic situation. Sap-
phira Doderidge, aristocratic, well 
to do, and arrogant, was con-
sidered to have married beneath 
her when she married Henry Col-
bert. Although he is a good man, 
he is beneath her social status. 
They go back to the country and 
live where Henry is a miller. Henry 
is a good man, unremitting in his 
work, sturdy and painstaking in 
contrast to his wife. 
Nancy Till, a beautiful young 
mulatto slave girl, was in the 
habit of administering to the mas-
ter's rooms, and here, Miss Cather 
·portrays the beautiful relation-
ship of mutual affection between 
master and slave. Sapphira sus-
pects Henry's relationship with 
Nancy to be anything but bene-
volent. This is of course untrue; 
but Sapphira takes means to break 
it up. She invites Martin Col-
.bert, a roue, to alienate the 
supposed affections of Nancy. Her 
slave, it is a valuable historical 
document. 
CLAIRE DE LUNE 
FOR "JIVERS" REASONS Dorothy 
Claire, new singing star on Glenn 
Miller's "Chesterfield Moonlight 
Serenade," is riding the crest of 
the popularity waves. Miller's 
grand hand broadcasts 3 nights 
weekly over C.B.S. network. Father J. J. Flanagan, S.J., par-
ticipated in a panel discussion at 
a meeting of the diocesan Catho-
lic Parent-Teacher Leagues con-
vention Tuesday at the Cosmopoli-
tan Hotel. The theme of the con-
vention was "National Defense 
and Its Challenge to Catholic Par-
ents and Teachers." 
plans go awry however, and 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Nancy is spirited away to Canada I' 
by Sapphira's widowed daughter. 
After she is gone, Sapphira re-
pents and the family is once 
again united - Sapphira, Mrs. 
Blame, her daughter and Henry. 
Students and faculty members of Regis will ~ather today in the 
pool room at 12 :00 noon for an exhibition on the fine art of billiards 
by Charles C. ("Show Me A Shot I Can't Make") Peterson, the world's 
When you 
Want the best 
m Photo Goods 
I CAMERAS 
i EXPOSURE 
METERS 
FILMS 
PAPERS 
DEVELOPERS 
GADGETS 
or any photographic require-
ment - Come to 
OSSEN'S 
Photo Goods 
1546 Glenarm 
NEAB 16th St. 
fancy shot champion. Peterson is now touring colleges and recrea.- ::::::::::::::= 
tion centers for the ninth year as the "missionary of bllllards.'' 
l:l.* .... 
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For Our Advertisers .. • • 
BROWN AND GOLD advertisers complain with reason 
that Regis men show no interest iii their advertisements. 
Never, they say, does a man walk into their store and say 
"I'm from Regis-! noticed your ad in the BROWN AND 
GOLD and I'd like to take advantage of your offer." 
Regis students down-town and neighborhood 
..;:::__..., ____ ""'";;:·~~-~~~~~~:'::"''~~-""a~s those. fro ill" out of ioW'n, pur-
great deal from local concerns during the course of 
a year. If Denver stores were acquainted with the pur-
chasing power of Regis men, they would be most eager to 
secure their share of the Regis trade. 
· The BROWN AND GOLD is an affair of the students. 
The students, and there is no one excepted, are the pub-
lishers of the paper; it is the representative of them and 
their school. As a consequence, each advertisement appear-
ing in the B and G is of interest to Regis men. 
When you patronize our advertisers, let them know that 
their advertisement has been seen and read. This simple 
act will pay dividends in the shape of a bigger and better 
school newspaper. This year the BROWN AND GOLD has 
been doubled in size: more news content and columns have 
been added. Next year, if the proper advertising support 
can be secured, there is no reason why it may not be further 
expanded. It's up to you. J. L. K. 
Need For Lounge • • • • 
The recently proposed lounge in Carroll Hall demands 
the support of every Regis man. To the day students it will 
mean a place to spend time between classes, during the noon 
hour and after school. To the boarders it will be a means 
to while away the long week-ends. And to all it will be a 
place of which every Regis man can be proud. This is not 
a project which will benefit a few-which will be supported 
by a few. With everyone behind it, ·the new lounge cannot 
help but be a success. • 
Some will say that it will soon be destroyed-that it 
won't last a week. That will not be true. No man will stand 
by and let someone else destroy what he has built. And the 
new lounge will be the personal creation of every Regis man. 
"Regis men are gentlemen'' and that means that there need 
be no fear lest they not act as gentlemen. 
Again, others will say that the sum of money which will 
be required is beyond reason-exorbitant. Is a lounge worth 
three dollars to each student in the increased comfort and 
recreational facilities it will give him 1 The answer of course 
is yes. . Such a sum, obtained as Father Donnelly has sug-
gested, will not be easy to obtain. Certainly! But nothing 
that is worthwhile is easy to get-and this lounge is emi-
nently worthwhile. 
Regis men, then, because it is to their own best intere~ts, 
and because it will be of value to Regis, should get behmd 
this project one-hundred percent. And by the end of Lent, 
let's be ready to build a new lounge! J. L. K. 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
+·------ ·+ i i Short Orders I 
From the 1· 
+•-• STUDENT COUNSELOR-· . 
One-third of Lent is history ... 
What have you done to observe 
it? ... Not too late to begin ... 
Less indulgence . . . more abstin-
ence . . . One form of pennance is 
almsgiving ... 
• * • 
Orchids to the footballers who 
have been working out in all kinds 
of weather ... They are showing 
the spirit that beat the Greeley 
Bears . . . More power . . . and 
deception . . . to them . . . 
.. * • 
The eleven Golden catechists are 
handicapped by lack of transpor-
tation ... Block-long lines of cars 
parked around Carroll Hall every 
day . . . Give your name to Mr. 
O'Sullivan if you can spare a 
Sunday morning occasionally to 
-give his catechists a lift . . 
* * * 
March 14, 1941 
Bar Seniors From Elections .. 
The student elections will soon be around the corner. 
Already the local politicians are oiling their "machines" in 
anticipation of a hard fought race. 
In the past few years the departing seniors have tried 
to perpetuate their respective cliques and groups by rail-
roading into o1fice the man of their choice. Less interested 
in persons than in personalities, the seniors attempt to leave 
a replica of their political thought in office, the interests of 
the student body to the contrary. 
With this in mind we argue that SENIORS SHOULD B 
BARRED FROM VOTING IN THE STUDENT PRESIDEN-
TIAL ELECTIONS! The problems and interests of the 
student body of 1941-42 will not be the immediate concern 
of the present graduating class, and these men should not 
take it upon themselves to worry over them. Such a responsi-
bility rests upon the present freshmen, sophomore, and junior 
classes. If they succeed in making a good choice, it is their 
success; if they fail, then they alone are at fault. 
Let the seniors worry about the draft, theses. and the 
class picnic! These, after all, are their worries. J. F. C. 
Negative Propaganda. • • • 
If the average citizen believes only half of what he Speaking of autos . . . we'll 
reads in the papers, he is bound to think that the United 
have to place armed guards States is about the most defenseless nation in the world. 
around students' cars to prevent 
their being stripped to their 
chasses ... 
* * • 
Saturday marks the end of Vo-
cation Week ... not too late to 
say a few prayers for light on 
the road to take . . . Better still, 
form the habit of saying daily 
"Come Holy Ghost, enlighten my 
mind and understanding, that I 
may do God's holy will" . . . 
• • * 
. ·W.Q.w!.f;! ~Jt(l !!rJAt, · ~~ t.J,ft tde..a. 
that St. Patrick's Day isn't Lent? 
. . . whether you go to the Shir-
ley or to the Heights . . . remem-
ber the law of abstinence 
a.t public parties . . . 
* * * 
Cause for encouragement: the 
large number of day-students at 
the Novena of · Grace ... the 
steadily increasing number of 
missal-users . . . at least a few 
boarders at the Lenten Rosary at 
7:15 ... several heavy sleepers 
.occasionally appearing at Mass . . 
• • • 
Speaking of Mass . . . why 
speak of that thre&-point landing 
which some call kneeling . . . it's 
a. small thing . . • but to kneel 
up straight . . . the irreverence 
is most apparent when the cel&-
brant turns around for the Ecce 
Agnus Del . . • And don't leave 
your pews until the celebrant 
leaves the altar • • • 
* * * 
There are copies of the Sunday 
Visitor, Queen's Work, and Denver 
Catholic Register in the Sodality 
Lounge . . . Drop in during the 
noon hour and give them the once 
over . . . Note especially the 
Youth Section of the Sunday 
Visitor . · .. 
* * * 
Say a prayer for the soul of Mr. 
Joseph Cella, one of our most 
devoted and hard-working friends 
. . . If every student worked as 
hard as Mr. Cella did, Regis would 
be tops in everything . . . May 
his soul rest in peace . . . 
* * * 
There is a definite justification for the spreading of this 
negative propaganda. Without it we would be inclined to 
sit back and take it easy-just the thing that our enemies 
are awaiting. It is quite necessary that we use this propa-
ganda to keep our defense machine ·running smoothly. 
If we were as helpless as most papers say, do you think 
we would be broadcasting it? Mr. Hitler gets his American 
morning newspaper and daily newscasts just as regularly as 
we do! 
Actually, our present defense industries are operating at 
ninety per cent of their capacities. Surely there have been 
"bottlenecks", strikes, etc., but they have been well-exag-
gerated so as to keep us from resting on our oars. (If I were 
nat-reasonab1y- Su.re fh'aCM:r. 1:J..itltt'l .-1,.~~- :.wt,. ~~>..r..ffl~ !!... "~"1-"'J 
of the BROWN AND GOLD, I would not be making this 
~~) &IK. 
College Men in Defense. • • • 
The recognition of the college m.an by Uncle Sam is 
becoming more apparent as the national defense program 
progresses. In positions of high responsibility and in jobs 
demanding intelligent leadership, the government is exact-
ing a college training, in whole Qr in part, as a prerequisite. 
The army, navy, and C. A. A. pilot courses have a two-
year college requirement for admission. The navy and marine 
corps now have commissions for college graduates following 
a short training course. The gentleman who can think for 
himself, believes Uncle Sam, is a good means of "dictator 
insurance.'' 
It all adds up that college men are not only goldfish gulpers 
and Petty girl devotees, but students as well. J. F. C. 
Other Campuses • • • • 
Under a plan instituted by New Mexico Universities, 
150 students borrowed from Albuquerque banks $4,950 to 
pay tuition and fees. The loans are restricted to tuition 
and necessary fees are repaid in monthly installments. 
The university comptroller reports that whereas before the 
system was established more than $2,000 per year was 
being lost on bad tuition loans, now losses have been re-
dUced to about $100 per year. 
SO THAT'S WHY 
Dr. Gwylym Issac, dean of philosophy at Indiana State 
Teachers College, attributes worrying about love affairs 
as the second greatest cause for poor grades. GUILTY! 
PROHIBITION 
Friends ... don't delay fulfill- p · t ft t · t 1" rmce on a er a s ric po ICY of tee-totalina- for 195 ing your Easter Duty . . . Trinity ~ 
Sunday will be here before you years has long last allowed its students to keep alcoholic 
know it ... Lest you forget . beverages in their rooms. Thus the Constitution has been 
do it now . . . amended so that now only disorderly conduct as a result 
Yours for religion at Regis, of the use of these waters of Bacchus makes the student 
THE STUDENT COUNSELOR liable for suspension. 
; 
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rF·:::.=::::-~.:::.=:::::::=n Haircuts are the Fad or '-=:::::.::::::::.~:::::::::=:::::::j See Eilers for a Clipping RANGER OUND-UP 
[Feature Ed' s Note : Due to the fact that the selected writer Of these 
selected ~hort subjec ts wrote censored material we have employed two 
ghos~. wr•te;,s unexcelled in the field of gossip. Introducing "Spy" Hoppe 
and Snoop Koontz and works.] 
Contributed: He was only a Regis junior, but he had a senior 
outlook on life. In high school he had won an editorial writing 
contest, and now was the time, now or never at all to dethrone 
Scoop and comrade Fonk who sat in the driver's seat ... He had loved 
and lost but it was better to have loved and lost, he said, than 
never to have loved at all. He had rocked Scoop and Fonk with 
his "1st nighter'' theories but then he had won a writing contest 
in competition with 500 Denver girls at Loretto. Came the time 
for the comeback and so he called her on the phone, "Ha, Ha," she 
laughed: "You may have won a writing contest but in the battle 
for love you have lost." 
(We thought this was a Barry-Barry good story.) 
1. Is "Bev" the only St. Mary's sub-par-deb that can get a date 
at Regis? Zinky the Great is the latest to fall; the line has grown 
quite long; G. Z. maintains however that it is helping his studies, 
as the dates with "Bev" are like field trips in child psychology. 
2. What is this we hear about our esteemed Associate Editor 
intercepting telephone calls? We never did expect it from you 
J . L. K., and you really should be careful about what you say. 
3. Drama of the Week:-The Time: Every Sunday afternoon, 
<l p. m. The Place: Regis driveway on Lowell. The Characters: 
.John and Josie. 
John: "Don't come so close, Josie. The boys might see you. 
Thanks for the cake. Goodbye." 
Josie: Not a word said. 
4.. FLASH-"This is your Regis correspondent, Leo Burch 
Hazelwood .... It seems that little Curly Hair In a High Chair 
castor has again changed his ideas for a career ..• Some time ago he 
told a C. W. C. co-ed that he was a pre-med. Rumor has it now that 
Joe has changed over to pre-law. "What's the matter, Joe? Do 
you have a case to fight?" 
5. "Pink" lipped Knobby Walsh is one up on Harold Teen. 
Teen has only two women to contend with; Knobby has three. 
One from St. Joe's; one from Loretto; and the one back home. 
6. Js it true that Ed Mullen studies with his Latin more than 
any other subject, not only to lead his class, but also to impress the 
Rev. Professor'? 
"1. The Park Lane authorities welcome Regis boys, but wh~n 
twosomes come along on a nice Sunday afternoon and presmne to 
occupy the dance green for three hours, while in the intermission 
they putt away on three straws in two coke bottles, sez they, "That's 
a bit below par." Attention: Dierker, Zinky, Mullin. 
8. Scene: Dorm, where Knobby Walsh is brushing his teeth. 
Joe Castor: "Gee Whiz, Knobby, that's my toothbrush." 
Knobby: Oh, is it? Why, I've been using it for two weeks. 
But that's okay, you may use mine some time, Joe." 
9. "Step-and-a-half" Kearin is vainly fighting the scales to 
get down to 135 pounds so that he will be eligible for el\trance in 
a team in the A. A. U., which team will probably be the greatest 
quintet that ever took the floor. 
10. Is it true that Bob Kelley is not only being taken in a 
spin in his C. A. A. course, but also by a girl 'l Now the question 
arises, which girl 'l Incidentally, the girl friend of one John Waters 
Is being taken for a spin (in a convertible) but not by John Waters. 
11. Speaking of the C. A. A. course, anyone interested in 
atmospheric conditions, if they will just see "Grease Monkey" Hutton, 
he will give you the straight on it. Logan has a lot of air too. 
12. What has happened to the South Side "Caesar Romero?" Is 
he dieting? 'His frequent absence from the Regis flotsam and jetsam 
bespeaks something kinda queer; it can't be the Rockybilt, it can't 
the Hut, and it isn't Richard's. What is it? Come clean, Mister 
Now why do you (Blanche)? To date is o. k.- to date 
diet may be o. k. too; but to date and to capitalize on the 
culinary skill of Susie's tutor is quite another thing. 
13. Poor Masterson! he must change his course next year; he 
intended to take Biology to prepare himself for embalming-but 
now it looks like he is a stiff already. Attention: Chris! Jeepers. 
(Courtesy of John McGee.) 
Play of the week: "Why, Oh Why?" 
Place: Carroll Hall, Room 137. 
Time: Mail time. 
Character: Our smoothie. 
Action: "Why, oh why, couldn't I have met you before Bernice 
did?" 
Results: No runs, no hits, and one broken heart. 
By TED FONK ~~---------------
If you see the local barbers has been spying on us.) Or that 
looking depressed you'll find the Bob Kelley wishes he were bigger 
because there isn't enough of him 
to go around at ewe. Loretto, and 
Fort Dodge. 
answer in these next few lines. 
The boarders have found a new 
expert in the field of clipping. 
We should say they would like 
to find him. lt seems the major-
ity of the boys received a trim 
that should last them for the rest 
of the season. If you think 
Thompson's ears stuck out look 
at them now. Callen after years 
of concealing his true heritage 
was forced to reveal it when Ray 
legged it. He has been moaning 
so much that the Zarlengos have 
gone to him for their new book 
entitled, "Moan, Moan, Moan." 
No Barber College Needed 
Hairless Joe Foley 
Wasn't There 
Well, the reason we say all these 
things is we print nothing but 
the truth. Most of the time. 
Dogpatch has its Adam La-
zanga and Cleopatra had her An-
thony but Regis has its own dis-
penser of fragrant phrases. In-
troducing the ma£ter of woo, the 
man who spends more time on his 
knees than a beggar, that king 
among queenly women, Felix "Lit-
tle Abner" McKenna. His most 
recent attempt was with Daisy 
Now those of you who were Mae and for once Daisy was do-
fortunate enough to miss this ing all the running. 
mass clipping episode, still have Freddie Unes submitted this 
another chance. Invest >in the sentence puzzle. That's something 
Kennedy-Borelli E n t e r p r i s e s . you don't see very much of in 
Otherwise known as Eilers was a a garage anymore. This column 
sissy. Is going to publish a book and 
The Lenten season is the time answer all of Freddie's what's, 
for people to eliminate their evils whatsats, huh's, why's, and who's. 
and recompense by doing some- As aliases go, Caesario Giovanni 
thing decent for a change. That's Borelli has a good one-he calls 
how we feel! Why should we himself Chester John. This school 
make such statements such as ought to start a will power club 
Kennedy and Blanche are fighting for guys who ain't got it. For 
to see who wlll win the dish once we didn't quit smoking so 
washing duties at the Bell house- our membership to the club would 
hold. Or that "Dust Cloth" Bas- expire this year. 
tien goes a couple of rounds with 
the furniture before a date. Or 
Williams Back 
At Placentine 
In Mail Bag 
[Ed's Note: The following con-
cludes the conscription argument be -
tween Joe Placentine. who has been 
giving arguments against the bill 
and Frl\.nk Will iams, who has been 
presenting the affirmative side of the 
argument.} 
There seems to be a little diffi-
culty in the mind of my honor-
By Bill Newland 
With a final sigh of relief (and 
joy) this column feels privileged 
in announcing the final annihila-
tion of Callen's corduroys. After 
frightening the poor first floor 
freshmen for six months with such 
pranks as walking up and down 
the hall and climbing into rooms 
via transoms, the bedraggled vic-
tims were finally destroyed by the 
vengeance of the members of the 
Terror Club (more appropriately 
spelled Tear-er Club). The cordu-
roys' final resting place came to 
be Count Kuretich's door knob. 
(Requiescat in pace). 
A few days ago, one of our 
prize debaters was called to the 
phone and a tearful co-ed was 
very inquisitive as to what hap-
pened to her hero the night he 
was to take her to the show. 
After a lengthy explanation, which 
apparently, did not work, he said 
goodl:!ye to his tearful friend and 
no more was heard of her. I'm 
not going to say who "he" was 
or Jim Harris might get mad. 
Even our Mike Griego is having 
his troubles. At the recent 
lengthy football practice which ( 
lasted until 7 p. m. ;' MnreYs 'Stetta~ --~­
was on the field to get him for 
the date that night. Incidentally, 
half the squad was on "ole 28" 
that night on the way to St. Joe's 
Nurses Home for a taffy-pulling 
contest. As you might have 
guessed, the winners were Doug 
and Carmacino. 
So cheer up, boys, Lent is nearly 
over and Lakeside will be open 
soon. 
Our Hit Parade Dedicated to 
"Shadows in The Night" ............. . 
.......................... Fonk & Kennedy 
"High On A Windy Hill" ........... . 
. ............. The Fly on Callen's Nose 
"Please Believe Me" ................... . 
................. ......... "Mouser" Lepore 
"Two Sleepy People" ................... . 
.................... Brockwell & Severini 
"These Things You Left Me" ..... . 
...................................... Ray Eilers 
"Between the Devil and the 
why should we write a story 'like 
this: Moosehead McConaty drove 
his sleek Model A to a stop in 
front of Marge's house for his 
Friday night date. The fact that 
he was eight minutes late didn't 
phase the .Moose. So he left his 
car and swept up the stairs. Cor-
rection: Up the stairs he swept. 
Not here? Why she must be here! 
I have a date! Hat in hand Joe 
slunk off the porch back to his 
car and there was Marge. In an-
other car. Hi Joe. You were 
late so I'm going with Boo Boo, 
you don't mind do you ? Good 
Night Joe, call me. (Ed's note: 
Deep Blue Sea" .... Curley and Leo 
able opponent as to the appeal "The Big Noise from Pueblo" ....... . 
And he did.) 
Hoppe Back to 
Old Tricks 
Or why should we say that 
Hoppe by means of anonymous 
phone calls has caused the im-
migration office no end of trouble. 
That's right, Arrinda and St. 
Martin have been visiting them 
quite frequently. Shame on you, 
Hoppe. Oh why should we say 
that Garry should give up oratory 
and devote his vocal monstrosities 
to hog-calling. That John Aas-
terud is suffering from delirium 
and wants a date with Kay 0. 
Speaking of Kay 0. that's what 
happened to him the last time. 
By the way, John, when are you 
going to pay us that buck? Or 
why say that Walt Kearin is 
crowding Hoare for the hair grow-
ing crown. (If he gets his hair 
cut before this issue somebody 
of army life. How many of us ...... ....... .. ....... ... ... ...... .. .. .. The Editor 
would want to go to the army "Moonlight And Roses" ... ............ . 
only because of a higher wage ...................... ........... ... Karl Kastor 
than we would receive in civilian "Contented" .. .... Coach John McGee 
life? Oh, I admtt a few would, 
but how many profesional army span the world in a matter of 
men are there _in the world today? hours. 
Why we enlist in the army, is to As to the last request of my 
defend our country. My worthy opponent, I am ready at any time 
opponent says that we have no to take up arms in defense of 
one to fight. Still the men across my country; and I will defend 
the pond brag that they will be America as a whole, and not 
across the ocean by June, or does merely as one, Mr. Placentine. 
Mr. Placentine read the paper? Yours sincerely, 
And on the other side of the 
world we have our friends, the 
Japanese, who have been prepar-
ing for years .. 
He forgets that we have Mexico 
on the sout}I which is infested 
with Nazis and Communists; and 
if England is conquered, Canada is 
doomed. And I hope that no one 
forgets that modern airplanes can 
FRANK WILLIAMS. 
Doyle's Pharmacy 
"The Particular Druggist" 
17th & Grant Key. 5987 
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Rangers To Face Tough Program In Fal~, ~ 
Newly Completed Schedule Has <..... [J 
COACH'S CORNER 
By SARGE MacKENZIE 
[Ed's Note: For news article on John our apprectiation and ad-
recreation project see pa~e one.] miration for his loyalty to Regis. 
Father Donnelly is quietly Remember, Johnnie McGee is more 
working on a project to provide than just a graduating senior. He 
an important addition to the facili- is to Regis what Kiley and Gipp 
ties of the College. His idea of and the Horsemen were to Notre 
equipping and furnishing a stu- Dame. He is the only one of 
dent lounge in Carroll Hall lis de- players who started with him as 
serving of the highest praise and freshmen, to hold down a regular 
cooperation. The accomplishment berth for four bruising seasons 
of Father Donnelly's undertak,ing when the Rangel!S were riding the 
would provide a new and power- comeback trail. Such loyalty de-
ful means of further solidifying serves recognition. So let's roll 
the student body and building up our sleeves and redouble our 
Regis spirit. The college needs a efforts. There are plenty of 
student meeting place - a spot forms available. Let's get the 
where the Regis men may gather signatures. When we make a pur-
informally between classes and chase, drive into a filling station, 
during free periods, a place where attend any gathering, let's sign up 
they can discuss matters of aca- everyone in sight. In addition to 
demic and student interest, and helping give John McGee the rec-
discuss them in an atmosphere ognition he deserves, such a com-
that will forever afterward be as- paign will make this city of Den-
sociated in their memories with ves really REGIS CONSCIOUS. 
Regis college. 
Spring Practice 
Shows Team in Mllking 
Spring Practice 
Finds Revamped 
Lineup and New 
Soirit in Team 
Warming up for the annual 
Brown and Gold game which will 
be played the latter part of this 
month, the Regis Rangers' football 
team finishes its third week of 
hard work today and from the 
smiles on the face of Coach Sarge 
MacKenzie the local gridders seem 
to be doing O.K. 
Five Home Games and Two Away 
By DICK CLIFFORD 
The Regis 1941 football schedule has just been completed 
with the exception of one open date, and from all indications 
it promises to be a hard program. Next season there will be 
five home games at the Regis Stadium with the possibility 
of a sixth, and two games on opponents' soil. Two Sunday 
tussles have been scheduled in the eight game lineup. 
This year the schedule has been~-----------­
drawn up with emphasis placed 
off an early season. Two years 
on games with Rocky Mountain 
district teams "in an effort to es- ago Lloyd Madden and his Ore-
tablish Regis as a strong team diggers handed Regis a 38 to 6 
in this region. defeat which the Rangers are anx-
· The shift of Tom Roach and 
Joe Castor to the end positions 
has worked better than expecta-
tions and the work of Shouldice, On September 20, the Ranger" ious to avenge, so it looks like a 
Kelley, Walsh, and Brandiger in play Colorado Mines here to start good game will be in store for the 
the backfield leaves nothing to be fans in the opener. 
desired. Intercollegiate Tennis The Regis team will travel to 
Burke, McDonald, and McNulty Colorado Springs a week later to 
have been handling the tackle Planned by Lou Weber meet C. C. after a lapse of many 
spots in the style of veterans. Intercollegiate tennis matches years in the football relations of 
Griego and Pittman have been "th b f th Ro k M the two schools. The Tigers will Wl mem ers o e y y oun-
playing well in their old jobs, the tain C 0 n fer en c e schools and have virtually the same team 
guard positions, and of course Colorado State four are being out- next season with which they won 
Callen-Hazelwood have been man- the Rocky Mountain Conference lined at the present time, it was 
ning the center position with announced this week by Lou this past season. It should be one 
their customary at>ility. w b d t f th of the hardest-fought games of 
. e er, gra ua e manager o a -
Scherer, Antonelli, and all the letics. the year. - .(;~ PfaD. ~ 
Not Impractical 
The space is available. Father 
Donnelly's plan does not call for 
any fantastic undertaking. There 
ls a floor to be surfaced, walls 
and ceilings to be worked on. The 
furnishings need not be lavish, 
rather substantial and comfort-
able. Heavy b e n c h e s , tables, 
chairs, ash trays, glass covered 
photo displays and bulletin boards 
for the exhibition of matters of 
interest to the Rangers, trophy 
cases. 
rest are on the coach's "improved" October 4 · d . t Speaking of spirit, brings up Father Doyle, the man who can 1s an open a e. 
list. No wonder the Sarge is Howev r R · · din 
Everyone at Regis, I believe, 
looks with favor upon such a 
lounge- a place where the fellows 
can meet, discuss current events, 
matters of academic and cultural 
interest between cigarettes, a 
place where 1941's incoming fresh-
men and visiting prospective stu-
dents can enter at once into the 
atmosphere of Regis college. 
Cooperation Needed 
For Lounge 
To bring about the realization 
of Father Donnelly's plans all that 
ls needed is cooperation-the co-
operation of every Regis man. 
There will be some expense, it is 
true, but a bit of concerted ef-
fort put forth in raising the two 
or three dollars per student, is 
all that is required to take a 
fine project out of the realm of 
the prospective and make it a 
reality. 
Speaking of effort and cooper-
ation, let us put forth just a word 
of encouragement to the men of 
Regis who are working hard to 
place John McGee on the all-stars. 
The campaign has gotten under 
way with a fine surge of interest. 
But let's keep up the good y.rork. 
Avoid any tendency to bog down. 
After all, remember that this ef-
fort is our small way of showing 
the matter of spring practice. do more things with a tennis e ' egis 1s correspon g 
smiling! He has reason to. L Wl"th Arkan A & M d th The Ranger forces are numerically 1-acket than Ellsworth Vines, will sas · . an o er 
small. But in fight and earnest- coach the local netters. Practice schools concerning a game on that 
ness, the boys who have been out sessions will begin as soon as the date. 
there day after day are contribut- weather permits. Adams State will come to :Den-
ing something priceless to this Plans Are Underway Although there are many new- ver on October 18 determined to 
1941 "team in the making." For Intra-Mural comers of note to the Ranger wipe their slate clean of the · 19 
First out for practice are Callen Golf Program tennis circle, such "old reliables" to 0 defeat at the hands of Sarge 
and Shouldice. Fellows who take as Bob Griffith, Harvey French, MacKenzie's charges last season. 
the game seriously and are out A number of Regis men have and Leo Kelleher will probably 
to prepare themselves to the best acknowledged an interest in com- carry the brunt of the Regis at- Colorful St. Mary's Team 
of their ability for the games of petitive golf since an earlier article tack on the local tennis fronts. Plays Here in October 
September, October and Novem- Among the newcomers George 
appeared in the Brown and Gold. ber, these two Milwaukeeans are Zinky has given evidence of out-
truly fine examples of spirit, However, with the crowded Spring standing ability and should prove 
courage and teQacity. Most im- sports program planned, it may a valuable addition to the Regis 
proved player the last few weeks be impossible to. arrange intercol- racket team. 
is hard-hitting Lou Antonelli. Lou legiate matches this year. As a 
is specializing in blocking and suitable substitute, an inter-Regis 
he re~ly s m a c k s them down. 
Toughest of the new men are 'tournament has been suggested. 
Clifford and Burke and which is It would be the same type of 
the tougher would be tough to open tournament as are the tennis 
to say . • . . and the man who and ping-pong tournaments. Ten-
reminds everyone of John ]{c~ 
is Scooter Sankey. Whether play-
ing halfback or guard Scooter is 
a standout and a touchdown 
tative arrangements have been 
made for the scheduled matches 
to be played at Case Municipal 
threat. Sankey is pointed for Course. The first round would be 
a great year-that's certain. And an elimination round to be fol-
if Fitzgerald and Mulick con- lowed by a nine hole handicap 
tinue to come along as they have 
in the last two weeks they'll be 
awfully tough to keep out of the 
starting lineup which Mines will 
face. 
tournament to be played sometime 
in the following week. 
The finals in the series of 
matches would be played over the 
entire eighteen boles and the 
Rangers to Enter AAU 
Tourney Next Week 
The Regis Rangers basketball 
quintet will enter the National 
AAU basketball tournament next 
week, and will attempt to capital-
ize on the improvement they have 
been showing the past few weeks. 
Practice sessions are being held 
every night this week. Coaches 
Hehl and Sloan appear to be well 
pleased with their charges in these 
drills. 
Although no starting line-up for 
the Rangers has been given, the 
locals will probably start in this 
order: Shouldice and Ford at the 
On the twenty-sixth of Octo-
ber, Denver fans will be able to 
>~ritness the highly touted team of 
St. Mary's of Texas pitted against 
the Rangers. This game, a Sun-
day contest, and featuring one of 
the most colorful teams in the 
nation will undoubtedly attract 
a large crowd through the turn-
stiles. 
In another Sunday game on No-
vember 16, the New Mexico Nor-
mal· team will come to Denver for 
its annual game with the Rangers. 
The New Mexicans will no doubt 
be seeking revenge for the 19-14 
licking the Rangers handed them 
last fall. 
The last game on the Ranger 
schedule will see the local grid-
ders facing Greeley State in 
Regis Stadium on NOIVember 22. 
Last year the MacKenzie men won 
a thrilling 13-12 victory over the 
Teachers and are determined to 
Ten More Wives 
whole series would give Regis a forward positions; Newton at cen-
ter·, and Brandiger and Kelley at repeat the performance again thls 
nucleus for an intercollegiate golf 
A chieftain in Swaziland, South Af-
rica, is expected to marry 10 care· 
fully chosen maidens at an official 
wedding shortly after he becomes 
leader of the tribe. However, the 
advisors of Sobhuza, a present chief, 
are having difficulty finding brides 
with the proper qualifications. In 
spite of this, Sobhuza has a harem 
of 51 wives and boasts over a 
hundred sons a~d daughters. 
team for the next year. 
As yet, no one has decided 
on as the tournament manager. 
Ed McNulty may have his hands 
filled with other intramurals and 
it will then be necessary to ap-
point another man to manage the 
tournament. 
guard. 
Cost, Four Gallons 
New Yorkers may blush when 
they remember their city once wu 
bought for $24, but the people of 
Kernersville, N. C., really get red 
when they remember that in 1756, 
Caleb Story, an Irishman, bought 
what is the now thriving town of 
Kernersville for tour gallons of rum. 
year. 
With the exception of the St. 
Mary's game, the Rangers will 
play t e am s representing the 
Rocky Mountain district. This 
should increase the gate receipts 
considerably as all Rocky Moun-
tain schools have a large follow-
ing in Denver and the surrotirid-
ing region. 
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Sport Slants 
By JOHN l\lcGEE 
j ,l, ~e the "Wolf" iB wolfin', while Karl is curling, .while Scoop 
~ -- · scoopmg, while Evash_evski is giving a preview of spring ball l downtown, while Curly and Lippy are two fires between which 
someone iB caught, while Paulson is starting his world revolution 
I •· 
while Father Kellett is trying to shake off Father Thro, and while 
. "Cheeso" iB just trying, we shake all this up and get a spot of 
sports hash . . . . Griffith is a well known name in the sports world 
. · · · Major John L. Griffith is athletic commissioner of the Big 
Nine, Clark Griffith is the owner of the Washington Senators, 
William Griffith is the head of the American professional league, 
and Bob Griffith is Regis' No. 1 ping-pong star. 
And now Chicago wants to drop out of heavy competition In 
basketball . . • . Why don't they just drop out, period 't It's true 
that Chicago is one of the world's finest educational centers but 
intercollegiate athletics still deserves a place in its program. Be-
cause of the Maroons' attiuae, one of the finest conferences in the 
country is called the Big Nine. Why not add Nebraska and get 
the number back to ten 't 
George Dickey who was bought ·by the Chicago White Sox 
from Oklahoma City should equal the feats of Big Brother Bill in 
a few years .... It is said that Joe Louis, because of his clean 
fighting and superb sportsmanship has given referees less trouble 
than any other heavyweight in modern times . . . . The popularity 
of pro football is proved by the fact that three of the teams are 
enlarging their stadia .... Of the leading 208 colleges in the U. s. 
last fall, 29 had Notre Dame men in the head coaching spot 
St. Marys has the second largest amount of grads coaching, but a 
higher percentage of these are high school coaches. 
Prediction Department: Next fall we shall again expect to see 
the fall of many champs and the rise of many chumps . . • . The 
Texas Aggies should take the biggest tumble after being on top of 
the national scramble for two years • • • • The loss of Kimbrough, 
Thomason, and others will be too much for the first team ever to win 
the Southwest title two years in a row • • . Let's take a look at 
the team that shattered the Aggies' dream of a Rose Bowl bid, the 
Texas Longhorns. Dana Bible has been a long time in building, 
but this looks like the year that his ship will come in. In 1989 the 
Longhorns were impressive as sophomores. Last year they were 
even better, and now in 1941 as seniors (unless they're like Ken-
nedy who stayed in grade school 10 years) the Texas U. gridders 
should reach their peak • • • • Tennessee, Michigan, and Cornell are 
all due for a letdown. 
We like Cincinnati to make it three straight in the National 
League. Monte Pearson is bound to help the Rhinelanders and add 
strength .to the best mound staff in the circuit . . . Kirby Higby 
will aid McPhail's "Doodlers", but Fitzsimmons is too close to anti-
quity to have another year like 1940, and Hamlin and Wyatt don't 
rank alongside Derringer Bl\d Walters in our book . . . Pittsburgh 
should finish third and the Cards fourth to round out the first 
division .... Following them should be Boston, Chicago, New York, 
and the everlasting (but mostly last) Phillies. 
In the junior circuit we are working on the adage that a new 
broom sweeps clean (although we liked the old broom better) and 
expect to see Roger Pecldnpaugh pilot the Indians to a pennant. 
The Clevelanders should have won last year, but the lads got a crying 
spell about midseason from which they never recovered .... Joe 
Cronin should find enough hurlers out of the 19 he has in spring 
training to cop second place, with the Yanks and Tigers following 
close behind. The Yanks may win IF Priddy and Rizzuto click, 
IF Gordon makes the grade at first, IF Gomez's arm comes back, 
and a whole series of IFS that ma.ke the Yanks too much of an 
tmcertain quantity . . . . In second division the "Sacks" (White 
Sox for the unitiated), Washington, St. Louis, and Philadelphia's 
other contribution to the basement should wind up in that order. 
(With the Philadelphia Eagles also in the professional football cellar, 
wonder what the Quaker City fans do for amusement'!) 
Good old Phil Wrigley has carried his gum business too far, 
we think . . . . Since 1930 he has gummed up the Cubs baseball ma-
chine till they now rank alongside the Cardinals . . . . Since 1930 
when he fired Joe McCarthy after the latter had just won a pen-
nant for him till the present when he offered Lou Novikoff less 
money than the Russian was making in the minors Wrigley has 
been known as the 'toughest man in baseball to work for." 
Commercial Department: To "Dodo" Marranzino for having all 
his art studios replastered; to Fred Corbett (requested, or is it requies-
cat 't) ; to all members of the football team who have shown the 
best spirit in Regis history in spring workouts. We'll give you more 
details about this great spirit in the next issue. In closing may we 
say that any reader of this colmnn who feels he has some particular 
slant that is not getting enough "ink" to send it in, and we'll pass 
it along to the public. 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
COACH OF 
MANY TROPHIES 
Page Seven 
Table Tennis Tourney Begun 
With First Round Matches 
The opening shots in the second annual Regis ping-pong 
tournament were fired this week, as 62 contestants began 
play for the trophy that is awarded the victor. 
Headed by Bob Griffith, the defending champion who 
is seeded No. 1, the field was believed to be as rugged as the 
1940 group. 
Regis Red Cagers-
-«- Seeded for the top eight spots 
are the following: In the upper 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Reds for the title in Sunday 
night's encounter, and returned 
to Canon City on the short end 
of a 35-24 score. The Reds, work-
ing with the precision and clock-
work of an A. A. U. aggregation, 
completely outclassed the boys 
from Southern Colorado. 
It was a brilliant triumph for 
Coach Lou Kellogg who copped 
biB second state diadem in the 
past three years. Voted the tutor 
of the best coached team in the 
tourney, Kellogg was given a 
bracket, Joe Hayes, Joe Marran-
ino, Charles Zarlengo, and Bob 
Griffith; in the lower quartet are 
George Zinky, John Langdon, Jim 
Dierker, and Don Kelley. Accord-
ing to the pre-tourney dope, Bob 
Griffith should end on top in the 
upper bracket melee, and George 
Zinky is rated the No. 1 racket 
wielder in the lower group. Zinky, 
a newcomer from Milwaukee, has 
shown enough ability in practice 
rounds that observers give him a 
fifty-fifty chance to dethrone Bob 
Griffith. 
small measure of the credit he Upsets Will Be NUJneroUS 
Upsets will De numerous as the 
tourney progresses if the 1940 
tourney is any criterion of what 
the customers can expect in this 
year's competition. SS\reral un-
seeded men, among them V/alt 
Kearin, Joe Stein, Bill Baum, and 
Tom Masterson, are given a good 
chance to crash through to the 
select round of eight. Kearin 
particularly has a good defensive 
and offensive attack that may 
drive some of the brighter lights 
to the sidelines. 
In the 1940 tourney, Bob Grif-
fith, Louis Dubuque, Joe Hayes, 
and John Schwab finished in tha t 
order. The Brown and Gold t!l!:tz 
going out on the· limb, believes 
the 1941 results will be something 
like this : Griffith, Zinky, Hayes, 
and Dierker. Remember, it 's just 
a guess. 
Peterson to Show 
Billiard Shots 
POLEY McCLINTOCK wept as he turned over his drums 
to Fred )Varing on the .. Chesterfield Pleasure Time"J pro-
gram, hut Waring got a big hang out of it. He's no pitcher 
hut he has a high baton average. Waring's Pennsylvanians 
were hom when Poley and Fred Waring played together in 
a Boy Scout hand hack in Tyrone, Pa. Now they do radio 
audiences a good turn five nights weekly on N.B.C. stations. 
Mr. Charles Peterson, exhibi-
tion billiard player, will give a 
demonstration of his chalk-stick 
technique during the noon hour 
in the pool room today. 
Mr. Peterson has appeared in 
years past and has been well re-
ceCved by the students. He ap-
pears under the auspices of th E' 
Association of College Unions. Ad-
mission is free. 
Coffee Club Meets 
At Ashen Home 
The Coffee Club held its first 
meeting of the month of March 
last Friday night at the home of 
George Ashen. The club welcomed 
as a guest, Frank Morriss, the 
winner of the elocution contest, 
and the only Regis man who was 
in the new radio program about 
the Jesuits. Mr. Morriss did not 
arrive until shortly before ten 
o'clock because of his participa-
tion in the program. 
In addition to its own meeting, 
the club helped to celebrate the 
birthday of its host who was 19 
on that day. To celebrate ap-
propriately, the cake had nineteen 
candles and was in brown and 
gold. 
Among those present were 
Father O'Sullivan, Joseph Cour-
sey, Joseph Gonzales, Jack Brit-
tan, Hardie St. Martin, Chenia 
Abegg, Bob Magor, Jim Hoare, 
Bill Switzer, and John Yelenick. 
MEADOW GOLD'S GRADE A 
HOMOGENIZED MILK 
Every glass of milk has its full quota of nourishment. 
The cream does not rise to the top, but iB" completely mixed 
through the product. 
Growing children thrive, and adults keep fit on Homo-
genized milk. 
· Telephone (orders only) MAin 3141 
All other calls, MAin 5181 
MEADOW GOLD DAIRIES 
1855 BLAKE STREET 
THE CASCADE LAUNDRY 
Where Your Patronage Is .flppreciated 
''Denver's ~ost Progressive Laundry'' 
Phone MAin 8052 1847-49 Market St. 
We use Soft \Yater - We call and deliver 
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Radio Plays-
(Continued from Page 1) 
Isaac Jogues, the Jesuits of the 
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FLASH! FLASH! 
In Memoriam Hauk and Other Alumni 
Fill Important Positions 
By TOM MASTERSON 
.A. Andrew Hauk, one of the 
Suppression, Father DeSmet, and 
Ia, 39, is connected with the Cella the founders of Regis College-all 
Insurance of Denver; Bruce Col- will find their places in the epi-
most outstanding students ever to lins, 38, is a Jesuit Scholastic at sodes to come. 
As the Brown and Gold went 
to press, Thursday, March 13, 
Father Donnelly, director of 
the drive for a student lounge, 
announced that $200.00 had 
been raised the first two days 
of the campaign on contribu-
tions from students in the col-
lege. This is one third of the 
amount necessary. 
The Brown and Gold, on 
behalf of the Faculty and 
Students of Regis College, 
extends its deepest sympathy ' 
to two Regis alumni, Jack, 
Cella and Jack Barry, whose' 
fathers passed away this 
week. 
attend Regis College, a g a i n 
brought pride to his alma mater 
when he was appointed to assist 
in the prosecution of an 
trust case now pending. 
page two for details.) 
anti-
(See 
Regis is certainly proud of Mr. 
Hauk and hopes he may be an 
inspiration to all other Regis 
grads and students. It shows that 
Regis "grads are on the upgrade." 
AI Roberts, '39 is employed by 
Alumnus Roberts 
the Continental Oil Co. of Denver; 
Jack Barry, '40 is a ttending Den-
ver U. Law school ; John Harris, 
'37 is employed by the Hendrie & 
Bolthoff Co., in Denver; Paul Cel-
Letter to Editor 
Written by Frosh 
dere mom 
1 reckon that doggone draft aint 
gonna get me this time because i 
see in the papers that this feller 
dykstra is a gonna Jet all us col-
lege fellers off until we gradjewate 
and i guess i don't have to worry 
for a long time then. 
how are the cows and the chick-
ens. seems kinda strange not to 
hear old chanticleer crowing about 
five in the mornin but they got a 
critter they call a blackrobe that 
does just as weil and i never saw a 
cuss so allfired set on making life 
mizzabul for . a guy with his gotta 
get up, gotta study, gotta go to 
bed and can't play your raydio but 
1 shore do have fun when he aint 
around. 
ya know they got some kind of 
queer outfit here that they call a 
studint consill and it sure is a 
funny outfit becus · nobody had 
even heard of them and then all of 
a sudden some guy called kwirk 
ups and writes about them and the 
next think i knew theyd gone and 
had a big meeting and everybuddy 
Alumnus Salmon 
St. Louis U.; Ralph Verdick, '38, 
will receive his doctorate degree 
from St. Louis U., in June; 
Charles Salmon, '40, is studying 
for the priesthood at St. Thomas 
Seminary in Denver; Andy Cur-
tiss, an ex-Regis student, is play-
ing basketball with a Pacific 
Coast team in the A. A. U. in 
Denver. 
F acuity Members Speak 
To Varied Groups 
Father E. A. Conway, S. J. head 
of the Religion Department at 
Regis, spoke on "Renaissance of 
Religion" before a meeting of the 
St. Vincent's Aid Society on Tues-
day, March 4. 
On Friday, March 7, Father 
Lawrence L. Cusack spoke at an 
assembly at Colorado Woman's 
College. 
said what a up and coming bunch 
of fellers they were. i guess there 
sumthink like that poetry sassiety 
that missus winchester started 
the year the calf died which you 
will remember becus every time 
missus winchester would make a 
new batch of cider theyd all get 
together and talk over this potry 
stuff. 
we had a big boxing match the 
other day and you shud have been 
there becuz there wuz some good 
battils between our boys and the 
fellers from some place they call 
see see and they kinda reminded 
me of the time the kid across the 
back forty called me a eleatic py-
thagorean and 1 smacked him be-
cuz i wasunt having nobuddy call 
me that and get away with it 
even if he was a little bigger than 
me 
your son . 
(Name deleted). 
• 
Corn Husking 
County and sectional corn husking 
championships have been held for 
many years, but the first national 
tournament was instituted in 1924 by 
lij:enry Wallace, editor of Wallace's 
~armer. 
DATING DATA 
RANCH ROOM of the Albany, still one of the best .. . . 
Willie Hartzell's unique combo . ... Food tops and ----
too .... but it's lent .... 75c min ... 
SILVER GLADE of the Cosmo, new band and it's Sterling 
Young, and no better music was ever aired from that spot 
. . . . a place you will never forget . . . . Food good, and 
reasonable .... Dress ?- optional .... 
pARK LANE is tops for a quiet bit of dancing and kibitzing 
. . . . the most unusual combination on Saturdays-no cover 
or minimum .... dancing facilities ... 
BROADMOOR, owned by Regis' best friend, Eddie Ott 
Still one of Denver's best after-dark spots . . . . Hurricane 
Hut and music always the best .... Go out and see Eddie ... 
and those are your best "tops" in Denver . . . See you there. 
Mr. Huger, in conjunction with 
Mr. Hasting, first conceived the 
plan of the series while a graduate 
-R.I.P. 
student in history at St. Louis 
1 1----------------..:...--------------r~t 
University. Research in the Jesuit 
Archives in St. Louis yielded 
abundant information. Through-
out the school year of 1939-1940 
the plays developed into their final 
form, Jack Lewis of the R.M.R.C. 
lending his services in their final 
editing and in the casting for 
radio performance. 
Half-way Exams Scheduled 
Half-way examinations will be 
held this semester from March 31 
to April 4, inclusive. 
• 
CULTURAL CALENDAR 
March 23-Civic Symphony Orchestera- Auditorium- Cliff 
Osborne, young Denver teacher and Basso soloist. 
March 24-Thomas Mann-Lecture on "This War and Demo-
cracy"-He won the Nobel prize for literature in 
1929, you know. Oberfelder Celebrity ~eries­
Auditorium. 
April 2-Helen Jepson-Leading Soprano of the Met .... 
Last concert of the Oberfelder Artist Series-
Auditorium .... Note new date! 
April 18 -Irvin Cobb--America's foremost humorist-pre-
sents EXIT LAUGHING-we bet-you will. Audi-
. torium-Oberfelder management. 
~//~~ ... 
hesterfield 
Lopyright 1941, LJCG•::TT & MYERS TonAcco Co. 
kl meS'~ to/~ 
MILDER, BETTER-TASTING 
Those clean white Chesterfield packages 
have everything a smoker likes and wants. 
Pull the red tab - take out a Chesterfield 
... and light it . . You'll like the COOL way 
Chesterfields smoke ... you'll like their 
BETTER TASTE ... and you'll find them DEFI-
NITELY MILDER-not strong, not flat. 
That's why Chesterfield is 
called the smoker's cigarette-
the cigarette that SATISFIES. 
FRANCES BURKE 
Miss America 1940 - 41 
